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Ladder Pocket 

This method produces a single thickness pocket invisibly joined to the garment.  The pocket 

is knitted before the garment and joined to the garment as it is knitted. 

Sample 

Pocket   

1. Put 14 needles either side of centre 0 into work position (28st in all) 

2. Push back 3rd needle from each end of the 28st to non-work position. 

3. Using main tension cast on with waste yarn.  Knit 10 rows. 

4. Change to main yarn.  Row Counter 000 Knit 30 rows. 

5. Change to waste yarn knit 10 rows.  Release from machine. 

6. Using scraps of paper mark the top and bottom of the pocket. 

Garment piece 

1. Put 25 needles either side of centre 0 to work position. (50 stitches in all) 

2. RC 000 E wrap cast on. At main tension knit 20 rows.  Carriage at right. 

3. Hang stitches in first row of MY of pocket onto the 14 stitches either side of centre 0. 

(St 12 either side of centre will have 1st loop of ladder)  ** Make sure that as the 

pocket hangs down the right side of knitting is facing you. RC 000. 

4. Knit 2 rows.  Carriage at right, hook up 1st rung of ladder onto needles 12 right and 

12 left. 

5. Repeat every row until row counter reaches 30. 

6. Put needles 15 – 25 left and right of centre into holding position.  Set machine to 

hold. 

7. Using waste yarn knit a few rows on centre 28 stitches.  Remove from machine. 

8. Fill 28 empty needles with the loops of last row of pocket knitted in main yarn. 

Needle 12 on left and right will have last rung of ladders. 

9. Carriage at right.  Rethread main yarn. Set machine to knit back from hold. 

10. Knit 20 rows and cast off. 

Pocket Band 

1. MT -1 cast on 28stitches in waste yarn.  Knit 6 rows. 

2. Change to MY.  Knit 10 rows MT -1. 

3. Knit 1 row at MT + 1. 

4. Knit 10 rows MT – 1. 

5. Hook up first row in MY.  Knit 1 row at MT. 

6. Right sides together hook up last row in MY onto pocket opening. 

7. Knit 1 row MT and cast off behind the pegs 

MY= Main Yarn. MT = Main Tension. RC = Row Counter 


